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ITEM: th9b
DATE: 9/8/2016
September 1, 2016
California Coastal Commission
SAN DIEGO AREA
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92108-4421
Attention: Alexander Llerandi, Coastal Planner, via: alexander.llerandi@coastal.ca.gov
RE: CITY OF SAN DIEGO LCP AMENDMENT NO. LCP-6-SAN-16-0027-4 (10th LDC
Update
Dear Commissioners:
The modifications recommended by your staff to the City of San Diego’s 10th
Land Development Code are important to ensure capital improvements are not
constructed years after new knowledge and information, or laws could determine the
development would result in significant adverse impacts, including cumulative impacts
to coastal resources and public access. The City and Coastal Commission must remain
agile in response to (potential) changes to the conditions and circumstances that
influence development including the infrastructure. Increasing the permit extension
period for CDPs could fix solutions to out of date technology, especially regarding
protecting the ocean, bays and wetlands from debris and pollution in storm water
outfalls, or sewer systems, etc.
In San Diego’s coastal communities, many informal public access ways and
vistas in to the sea have been lost when the City allowed property owners to invade
public right of ways leading directly to the shoreline and ocean, to construct private
patios, landscaping or building additions. Despite the policies in the La Jolla LUP to
protect them, the privatization of “paper streets” such as Moss Lane, Coral Lane and
Bandera Place in Bird Rock; or Mira Monte Place and Costa Place are still an issue.
The same is true for Mission Beach, such as along the board walk and in Ocean Beach.
The Coastal Act and LCP’s are essential to protect the public’s rights, views and access
at these public right of ways. Therefore, please adopt the staff recommendations to
modify the City’s proposed update.
Respectfully,
Tony Ciani

EDMUND G. BROWN, JR., Governor
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Th9b
TO:
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SHERILYN SARB, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT
DEBORAH LEE, DISTRICT MANAGER, SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT
ALEXANDER LLERANDI, COASTAL PLANNER, SD COAST DISTRICT

SUBJECT: STAFF RECOMMENDATION ON CITY OF SAN DIEGO LCP
AMENDMENT NO. LCP-6-SAN-16-0027-4 (10th Update to the Land
Development Code) for Commission Meeting of September 7-9, 2016

SYNOPSIS
On May 25, 2016, the City of San Diego submitted its first major LCP amendment
package for the 2016 calendar year to the San Diego District office. The submittal
includes five unrelated items: LCP-6-CCP-16-0025-2 (Downtown Employment Overlay
Zone Amendments); LCP-6-SAN-16-0026-3 (Rooming House Ordinance); LCP-6-SAN16-0027-4 (10th Update to the Land Development Code); LCP-6-NOC-16-0028 (Tierra
Alta); and LCP-6-MBE-16-0029-6 (Mission Beach Residences). On June 9, 2016,
Commission staff deemed the entire submittal non-filed due to outstanding information
regarding three of the items: the Downtown Employment Overlay Zone Amendments,
Tierra Alta, and Mission Beach Residences. Since that time, the City of San Diego
formally withdrew the Tierra Alta item on June 29, 2016, and submitted the outstanding
information regarding the Employment Overlay Zone Amendments on July 25, 2016,
leaving the Mission Beach Residences as the only item with necessary information still
outstanding. As such, that submittal remains unfiled and the last date for Commission
action on this item is still undetermined. Regardless, the Coastal Commission approved
the Rooming House Ordinance at the August 11, 2016 Commission hearing. The 10th
Update item has been deemed complete and is the only segment currently before the
Commission.
SUMMARY OF AMENDMENT REQUEST
The subject amendment request consists of approximately 40 separate items, and
represents the 10th Update of the certified Land Development Code, the Implementation
Plan (IP), which went into effect in the coastal zone on January 1, 2000. The City
periodically reviews the LDC and proposes corrections, modifications, clarifications, etc.
to make the document easier to understand, implement and enforce. This update is
similar to past updates in that it covers a number of different issue categories of the LDC,
including permit processing, calculating measurements, parking, and minor corrections.
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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff is recommending the Commission first reject the proposed amendment as submitted
and then approve the proposed amendment with suggested modifications. The two issues
to be resolved in the 10th Update relate to the duration of approved development permits
for the City’s Capital Improvement Program Projects (CIPP) and exempting certain
encroachments into the public right-of-way from discretionary permit review.
As submitted, the amendment would significantly increase the period of time during
which the City could initiate a CIPP pursuant to an approved discretionary permit from
three years to ten years. The certified LCP currently allows development permits to
obtain a three-year extension should the required findings regarding no changed physical
and legal circumstances be made (thus increasing the permit length to a total six years
maximum), whereas the proposed amendment would remove the need for the changed
circumstances review and instead grant a blanket ten-year permit period for CIPPs. Due
to the ever-changing nature of the state’s coastal zone, both legal and physical
circumstances can change fairly rapidly in a relatively short period of time, especially in
comparison to inland areas of the City. Furthermore, CIPPs can cover a variety of
projects that range from sewer pump stations to City-owned golf courses to life guard
stations. Thus, the size and location of CIPPs within an ever changing physical
environment makes a review for potential changed circumstances after an extended
period of time a prudent course of action in order to better avoid coastal hazards in
development and adverse impacts to coastal resources. To ensure that such a review
happens in the event that a CIPP is delayed for an extended period of time, the suggested
modification will make CIPP development permits effective for six years, with any
extension beyond that time dependent on required findings being made regarding
changed circumstances.
The second issue related to exempting certain below and above-grade encroachments by
private development into the public right-of-way from discretionary review. The proposal
creates a broad exemption for a type of encroachment that could adversely impact public
views or visual integrity, such as blocking public view corridors. Because the City has
communicated that the proposed amendment was motivated by development within the
downtown area, the majority of which is located outside of the coastal zone, the
suggested modification to make the proposed exemption only effective outside the City’s
Coastal Overlay Zone will allow the City to achieve its goal of streamlining such
development within the quickly developing downtown area while still preserving the
integrity of discretionary review within the City’s coastal areas.
Staff is recommending rejection of the proposed amendment, as submitted, and then
approval of the amendment with suggested modifications. The amendment request, as
modified, and the LDC would remain consistent with the City’s many certified Land Use
Plans (LUPs). The appropriate resolutions and motions begin on Page 4. The findings for
approval begin on Page 5. The findings for rejecting the amendment as submitted begin
on Page 12. The findings for approval of the amendment, as modified, begin on Page 12.
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BACKGROUND
The City’s first IP was certified in 1988, and the City then assumed permit authority. The
IP consisted of portions of the City’s Municipal Code, along with some Planned District
Ordinances (PDOs) and Council Policies. In 1999, the Commission certified the City’s
LDC that primarily includes Chapters 11 through 15 of the municipal code. It replaced
the first IP and took effect in the coastal zone on January 1, 2000. The Commission has
certified many IP amendments since 2000.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Further information on the City of San Diego LCP Amendment LCP-6-SAN-16-0027-4
may be obtained from Alexander Llerandi, Coastal Planner, at (619) 767-2370.
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PART I. OVERVIEW
A. LCP HISTORY
The City of San Diego has a long history of involvement with the community planning
process, and in 1977, requested that the Coastal Commission permit segmentation of its
Land Use Plan (LUP) into twelve parts in order to conform, to the maximum extent
feasible, with the City’s various community plan boundaries. In the intervening years,
the City has intermittently submitted all of its LUP segments, which are all presently
certified, in whole or in part.
When the Commission approved segmentation of the LUP, it found that the
implementation phase of the City’s LCP would represent a single unifying element. This
was achieved in January 1988, and the City of San Diego assumed permit authority on
October 17, 1988, for the majority of its coastal zone. Several isolated areas of deferred
certification remained at that time, but some have since been certified as LCP
amendments. Other areas of deferred certification still remain today and will be acted on
by the Coastal Commission in the future.
B. STANDARD OF REVIEW
Pursuant to Section 30513 of the Coastal Act, the Commission may only reject zoning
ordinances or other implementing actions, as well as their amendments, on the grounds
that they do not conform with, or are inadequate to carry out, the provisions of the
certified land use plan(s). The Commission shall take action by a majority vote of the
Commissioners present.
C. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Section 30503 of the Coastal Act requires local governments to provide the public with
the maximum opportunities to participate in the development of the LCP amendment
prior to submittal to the Commission for review. The City has held Planning Commission
and City Council meetings with regard to the subject amendment request. All of those
local hearings were duly noticed to the public. Notice of the subject amendment has been
distributed to all known interested parties.
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PART II. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM SUBMITTAL - RESOLUTIONS
Following a public hearing, staff recommends the Commission adopt the following
resolutions and findings. The appropriate motion to introduce the resolution and a staff
recommendation are provided just prior to each resolution.
I.

MOTION I:

I move that the Commission reject the Implementation Program
Amendment No. LCP-6-SAN-16-0027-4 for the City of San
Diego certified LCP, as submitted.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF REJECTION AS SUBMITTED:
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in rejection of the
Implementation Program Amendment as submitted and the adoption of the following
resolution and findings. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of
the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO DENY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM AMENDMENT AS
SUBMITTED:
The Commission hereby denies certification of the Implementation Program Amendment
submitted for the City of San Diego and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds
that the Implementation Program amendment as submitted does not conform with, and is
inadequate to carry out, the provisions of the certified Land Use Plan(s). Certification of
the Implementation Program amendment would not meet the requirements of the
California Environmental Quality Act as there are feasible alternatives and mitigation
measures that would substantially lessen the significant adverse impacts on the
environment that will result from certification of the Implementation Program
amendment as submitted.
II.

MOTION II:

I move that the Commission certify the Implementation Program
Amendment No. LCP-6-SAN-16-0027-4 for the City of San
Diego if it is modified as suggested in this staff report.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF CERTIFICATION AS MODIFIED:
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in certification of the
Implementation Program Amendment with suggested modifications and the adoption of
the following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a
majority of the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO CERTIFY THE IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
AMENDMENT WITH SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS:
The Commission hereby certifies the Implementation Program Amendment for the City
of San Diego if modified as suggested and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds
that the Implementation Program Amendment, with the suggested modifications,
conforms with and is adequate to carry out the certified Land Use Plan(s). Certification of
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the Implementation Program Amendment if modified as suggested complies with the
California Environmental Quality Act, because either 1) feasible mitigation measures
and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any significant adverse
effects of the Implementation Program Amendment on the environment, or 2) there are
no further feasible alternatives and mitigation measures that would substantially lessen
any significant adverse impacts on the environment.
PART III. SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS
Staff recommends the following suggested modifications to the proposed Implementation
Plan be adopted. The underlined sections represent language that the Commission
suggests be added, and the sections shown in strikeout represent language which the
Commission suggests be deleted from the language as originally submitted.
1. Please revise Chapter 12, Sub-section 126.0108(d), Utilization of a Development
Permit, to read as follows:
§126.0108 Utilization of a Development Permit
(a) A development permit grants the permit holder 36 months to initiate
utilization of the development permit. If utilization does not occur in
accordance with this Section within 36 months after the date on which all
rights of appeal have expired, and an application for an extension of time was not
timely filed, the development permit shall be void.
(b) To demonstrate utilization, the permit holder shall establish, with evidence
identified in Section 126.0108(c), that at least one of the following circumstances
occurred before expiration of the development permit:
(1) Significant investment was incurred to meet permit conditions;
(2) Substantial work was performed in reliance on the development permit
granted; or
(3) Use of the property has occurred in the manner granted by the
development permit.
(c) Upon request, the permit holder shall provide evidence of the following, to the
satisfaction of the City Manager:
(1) Issuance of a construction permit for the entire project or for a
substantial portion of the activity regulated by the development permit,
according to standards developed by the City Manager;
(2) Compliance with the terms contained in the individual permit, such as
a phasing program, or the terms contained in an approved
Development Agreement;
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(3) Evidence of substantial use as granted by the development permit,
according to standards developed by the City Manager;
(4) Approval of a final map or a parcel map, or acceptance of an
easement, if the map or easement was a condition of, or was processed
concurrently with, the development permit; or
(5) Other facts demonstrating the occurrence of any of the circumstances
described in Section 126.0108(b).
(d) Development permits for capital improvement program projects are exempt
from the permit utilization requirement of Section 126.0108(a), except that:
(1) Outside of the Coastal Overlay Zone, if 10 years has passed from the
date on which all rights of appeal have expired and the City is unable
to establish, with evidence in accordance with Section 126.0108(c),
that at least one of the circumstances identified in Section 126.0108(b)
occurred, then the development permit shall be void.
(2) In the Coastal Overlay Zone, if 6 years has passed from the date on
which all rights of appeal have expired and the City is unable to
establish, with evidence in accordance with Section 126.0108(c), that
at least one of the circumstances identified in Section 126.0108(b)
occurred, then an extension not to exceed 36 months shall be obtained
by the City pursuant to Section 126.0111, or the development permit
shall be void. If upon expiration of the extension the City is unable to
establish, with evidence in accordance with Section 126.0108(c), that
at least one of the circumstances identified in Section 126.0108(b)
occurred, then the development permit shall be void.
2. Please revise Chapter 12, Sub-section 129.0710(a)(9), How to Apply for a Public
Right-of-Way Permit, to read as follows:
§129.0710 How to Apply for a Public Right-of-Way Permit
An application for a Public Right-of-Way Permit shall be submitted in accordance
with Sections 112.0102 and 129.0105. The submittal requirements for Public Right-ofWay Permits are listed in the Land Development Manual. A development permit is
required prior to issuance of a Public Right-of-Way Permit for the following:
(a) If the proposed encroachment involves construction of a privately-owned
structure or facility into the public right-of-way dedicated for a street or an alley,
and where the applicant is the record owner of the underlying fee title, a
Neighborhood Development Permit is required in accordance with Section
126.0402(j) except for the following, which are subject to approval by the City
Engineer in accordance with Process One:
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(1) Private hardscape improvements in the public right-of-way including
ramps required to accommodate required access for disabled persons;
(2) Fences or walls that meet the following criteria:
(A) There is no present use for the subject public right-of-way;
(B) The proposed encroachment is consistent with the underlying
zone, city standards, and policies:
(C) The proposed encroachment shall be 3 feet or less in height.
(3) The encroachment is permitted under Chapter 6, Article 2, Division 11
(Utilities) or as a private underground utility service to the applicant’s
property.
(4) The encroachment is permitted under Section 141.0619(b) (Pushcarts).
(5) The encroachment is permitted under Chapter 6, Article 2, Division 10
(News racks).
(6) The encroachment is permitted under Section 141.0621 (Sidewalk
Cafes).
(7) Temporary monitoring wells in the public right-of-way.
(8) Encroachments for temporary shoring and tie-backs.
(9) Outside of the Coastal Overlay Zone, encroachment of below-grade
structures into the public right-of-way up to 3 feet behind the existing curb
line and at least 3 feet below the existing curb line, or encroachment of
above-grade structures into the public right-of-way up to 4 feet and at least
8 feet above the finished grade of the curb line.
PART IV. FINDINGS FOR REJECTION OF THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AMENDMENT, AS SUBMITTED
A. AMENDMENT DESCRIPTION
The subject amendment request consists of approximately 40 separate items, and
represents the 10th Update of the certified LDC, which went into effect in the coastal zone
on January 1, 2000. The City periodically reviews the LDC and proposes corrections,
modifications, clarifications, etc. to make the document easier to understand, implement
and enforce. This update is similar to past updates in that it covers a number of different
issue categories of the LDC, including permit processing, calculating measurements,
parking, and minor corrections.
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This update is similar to past updates in that it addresses a number of different categories
of the LDC, including the aforementioned development permit duration, how to calculate
certain measurements, determining the applicable permit process, permitted industrial
uses such as dog boarding and kennel facilities, residential uses such as educational
facilities and cottage industries, parking changes such as permitting shared parking lots to
be located within 1,200 feet of the use as opposed to the current 600 feet, compliance
with State law, and minor corrections. Many of the requested updates are simple changes
in nomenclature or correcting references to other regulations in the code.
While some of the update addresses how measurements and calculations are to be
obtained, the standards themselves are not changed. Instead, the explanation of how to
measure and calculate has been simplified to be more understandable for any developer,
homeowner, or concerned citizen. Included among those regulations are landscape area
requirements and water budgeting standards for those areas subject to statewide
regulations addressing the ongoing drought conditions. Finally, it should be noted that as
originally submitted, the City proposed a categorical exclusion for single family
residences from obtaining a coastal development permit, subject to certain criteria being
present. However, after discussion with Commission staff, both parties agreed that it
would be more proper to apply for such a categorical exclusion as a standalone
submission subject to the Commission’s categorical exclusion regulations.
In the case of the City of San Diego, it has developed community planning areas based on
its established neighborhoods and future urbanizing area. Predicated on those community
planning areas, the City utilized the geographic segmentation provisions of the LCP
regulations and developed its land use plan component covering twelve different
communities (i.e., North City, La Jolla, Pacific Beach, Mission Beach, Ocean Beach,
Peninsula, Otay-Mesa Nestor). These community plans or LCP Land Use Plans contain
policies that seek to reduce risk from coastal hazards and protect, or where possible
enhance, public access and public views. The Commission’s review of the proposed
changes to the Land Development Code must assure that development is approved only
when consistent with the certified LCP.
While the majority of the proposed amendment is acceptable, there are two provisions
that raise Coastal Act concerns and cannot be found consistent with the certified LUPs,
and require that the 10th Update be rejected as submitted.
B. FINDINGS FOR REJECTION
The standard of review for LCP implementation submittals or amendments is their
consistency with and ability to carry out the provisions of the certified LUP.
1. Duration of Development Permits for Capital Improvement Projects:
The subject amendment to the LCP contains proposed provisions within Section
126.0108 that greatly expand the allowable period during which a City Capital
Improvement Program Project can be initiated. The proposal would allow a development
permit for a CIPP to be effective for ten years, with no extension or any review for
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changed legal or physical circumstances required during that period. Section 126.0108(d)
as proposed to be amended states:
§126.0108(d) Utilization of a Development Permit
(a) Through (c) [No change in text]
(d) Development permits for capital improvement program projects are exempt
from the permit utilization requirements of Section 126.0108(a), except that if
10 years has passed from the date on which all rights of appeal have expired
and the City is unable to establish, with evidence in accordance with Section
126.0108(c), that at least one of the circumstances identified in Section
126.0108(b) occurred, then the development permit shall be void.
The proposed amendment creates potential conflict with coastal resource protection
policies of the certified LUPs, specifically with regard to protection of bluffs and other
sensitive geological features, as those are under constant wear from coastal processes and
subject to both gradual erosion and episodic periods of collapse. Listed below are
shoreline development and adaptation standards, hazard reduction, and resource
protection policies contained in the certified Land Use Plan segments in the Coastal
Overlay Zone for the City of San Diego.
Ocean Beach Land Use Plan
•

7.3.5 Develop and implement shoreline management strategies to ensure all
shoreline development will provide long term protection of the coastal bluffs,
beaches, and public coastal access in the community.
o a. Require assumption of risk and a waiver of rights to future shoreline
protection for any new bluff top development or redevelopment.

o b. Tie a shoreline protective device to the life of the structure it has been permitted to
protect and address the feasibility of removing such devices when the structure it is
authorized to protect is demolished, redeveloped, or no longer requires a protective
device, whichever occurs first…
• 7.3.8 Preserve and protect coastal bluffs, beaches, and shoreline areas. Encourage
the retreat of existing development from the coastal bluff edge, and the removal of
shoreline protective devices with proposals for development. Use the coastal
development permit approval process to require additions and accessory
structures to be landward of the bluff edge setback line…
La Jolla Land Use Plan
•

The City should preserve and protect the coastal bluffs, beaches and shoreline
areas of La Jolla assuring that development occurs in a manner that protects these
resources, encourages sensitive development, retains biodiversity and
interconnected habitats and maximizes physical and visual public access to and
along the shoreline.
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•

Development on coastal bluffs should be set back sufficiently from the bluff edge
to avoid the need for shoreline or bluff erosion devices so as not to impact the
geology and visual quality of the bluff and/or public access along the shoreline.

•

The City should establish incentives to encourage the location of new or
redevelopment landward of the bluff edge setback line.

Because many capital improvement projects within the City’s coastal zone are located
adjacent to or in close proximity to the coastline, the same shoreline hazard and
protection policies that apply to private development also apply to the City’s
improvements. As such, the same concerns about protecting coastal resources and view
sheds such as bluffs, sandy beaches, and public views apply. In order to ensure that the
best practices and design are being implemented, and to recognize and reassess
conditions and the environmental change over time, it is necessary to understand the
conditions in which the project will be constructed. To that end, the certified Land
Development Code currently requires certain findings be made before an extension of a
development permit can be approved:
§126.0111 Extension of Time of a Development Permit
[…]
(g) Findings for Approval for Extension of Time for a Coastal Development
Permit. An extension of time for a Coastal Development Permit may be
approved only if the decision maker makes all of the following findings:
(1) The project as originally approved would not place the occupants of
the proposed development or the immediate community in a condition
dangerous to their health and safety;
(2) There are no changed circumstances which would affect the project’s
consistency with the Local Coastal Program; and
(3) No new condition is required to comply with state or federal law.
(h) Denial of the Extension of Time. The decision maker shall deny the extension
of time if the project, even as conditioned, would place the residents of the
proposed development or the immediate community in a condition dangerous to
their health or safety, or would not comply with state or federal law.
The City’s proposal would allow CIPPs to be exempted from the above review for
changed conditions for ten years, potentially allowing a substantial project to proceed
almost a decade after approval whilst some unidentified changed circumstance in fact or
law no longer made the approved project appropriate or the least impactful alternative.
This would be inconsistent with the certified LUP policies protecting coastal resources
such as coastal bluffs and sandy beaches.
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2. Exemption of Encroachments Into Public Right-of-Way From Discretionary
Review:
The subject amendment to the LCP contains proposed provisions within Section
129.0710(a) that expand the allowable private development in the public right-of-way
that can be exempt from discretionary review to include below-grade and above-grade (if
located more than 8 feet from grade) structures up to a certain distance. Section
129.0710(a) as proposed to be amended states:
§129.0710(a) How to Apply for a Public Right-of-Way Permit
(a) If the proposed encroachment involves construction of a privately-owned
structure or facility into the public right-of-way dedicated for a street or an
alley, and where the applicant is the record owner of the underlying fee title, a
Neighborhood Development Permit is required in accordance with Section
126.0402(j) except for the following, which are subject to approval by the
City Engineer in accordance with Process One:
(1) Through (8) [No change in text.]
(9) Encroachment of below-grade structure into the public right-of-way up to
3 feet behind the existing curb line and at least 3 feet below the existing
curb line, or encroachment of above-grade structures into the public rightof-way up to 4 feet and at least 8 feet above the finished grade of the curb
line.
The proposed amendment creates potential conflict with the certified LUP policies that
protect public views of the coast, as many of the public view corridors are down public
right-of-ways between existing private developments. The encroachment of private
development into these public right-of-ways could block views in areas where much of
the coastal view is already impacted by private development, making a limited public
right-of-way view even smaller. Listed below are public view protection policies
contained in the certified Land Use Plan segments in the Coastal Overlay Zone for the
City of San Diego.
Ocean Beach Land Use Plan
•

4.6.1 Design multi-story buildings to avoid “walling off” public views and
incorporate building articulation techniques including front, side and rear and
upper story step backs, and aligning gable end with view corridor to maximize
public coastal views.

La Jolla Land Use Plan
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•

Maintain the identified public views to and from these amenities [open space and
park areas] in order to achieve a beneficial relationship between the natural or
unimproved and developed areas of the community.

•

Public views from identified vantage points, to and from La Jolla's community
landmarks and scenic vistas of the ocean, beach and bluff areas, hillsides and
canyons shall be retained and enhanced for public use.

•

Public views to the ocean from the first public roadway adjacent to the ocean shall
be preserved and enhanced, including visual access across private coastal
properties at yards and setbacks.

Mission Beach Land Use Plan
•

Views to and along the shoreline from public areas shall be protected from
blockage by development and or vegetation. This proposal is consistent with the
Plan’s intent to preserve and improve the physical appearance and character of the
Mission Beach community.

Due to the hilly topography of many of San Diego’s coastal communities, such as La
Jolla and Ocean Beach, the provision in the City’s proposal that only structural
encroachments more than 8 feet above grade would be exempt still leaves the likelihood
that such encroachments from private structures would adversely impact public views of
the coast from further up the view corridor, be it a street or open space area. Within
densely developed communities such as Mission Beach, the narrow pedestrian walks and
places, as well as the alleys, provide the only view corridors in much of the area, and
keeping areas free of encroachments is especially important.
Thus, with respect to the 10th Update’s proposed amendments to the regulations
governing development permit duration and structural encroachments, the language as
proposed does not meet the intent of many of the applicable LUPs’ coastal resource
policies calling for abatement of coastal hazards and protection of public access and
public views, and should be rejected as submitted.
PART V. FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL OF THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AMENDMENT, IF MODIFIED
Duration of Development Permits for Capital Improvement Program Projects:
The suggested modification to the 10th Update’s amendment to the regulations governing
the duration of development permits for CIPPs will implement the policies of the
certified LUPs. Because CIPPs in the Coastal Overlay Zone have risk from coastal
hazards, as well as the potential to adversely impact public access and public views,
special attention should be paid to ensure that CIPPs undergo a reassessment for changed
circumstances. The City’s proposal is motivated by past project experience that has
demonstrated that due their size, sizeable budgeting needs, and requirement to obtain
permit approvals from multiple government agencies (many of which require public
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hearings), the City’s capital improvement projects can take many years from permit
approval to project initiation, and that the current permit duration for CIPPS can be
insufficient and put the projects at risk of permit expiration. It is not the Coastal
Commission’s intent to burden the City’s duty to provide sufficient capital improvements
to serve the public interest in the coastal zone, but some reassessment and public process
is appropriate. The suggested modifications allow the duration of the CIPP development
permits to increase from three years to six, with an additional extension of up to three
years permissible upon the making of required findings already called for in the certified
LCP. This approach accommodates the City’s desire to provide longer permit duration
but maintains an opportunity for a reassessment of the project’s merits and changed
circumstances.
Exemption of Encroachments Into Public Right-of-Way From Discretionary
Review:
The suggested modification to the 10th Update’s amendment to the regulations governing
the exemption of private encroachments into the public right-of-way will implement the
policies of the certified LUPs. Because encroachments into the public right-of-way in the
Coastal Overlay Zone risk blocking public views or adversely affecting viewsheds and
visual quality, special attention should be paid to ensure that such encroachments are not
allowed or, if permissible, are properly considered to ensure that no adverse impacts to
public views will occur. Because the City’s proposal was in response to issues arising
within the downtown area outside of the coastal zone, and there are numerous provisions
in the certified LUPs requiring the protection of view corridors, the encroachment
exemption should not be applicable within the City’s Coastal Overlay Zone. The
suggested modification removes this exemption from the Coastal Zone, thus meeting the
LUP’s intent to protect public views and encourage architectural articulation.
Permit Process Amendments
A quarter of the 10th Update - ten amendments – is dedicated to various permit processing
amendments intended to clarify and streamline application and review of various project
types. These amendments clarify expiration dates, consolidation of review processes,
fees, time periods for filing appeals, cancellation of a permit, consistency between City
and State CEQA processes, and various requirements for certain reviews. These
amendments do not lessen public participation or notice in matters affecting coastal
resources, and thus do not conflict with the intent of the certified LUPs.
Changes in Permitted Uses
The 10th Update contains provisions to allow educational facilities from kindergarten
through 12th Grade as a limited use in multi-family residential, regional commercial, and
community commercial zone where the facility does not exceed 300 students or it is
replacing a school with greater enrollment but not increasing the enrollment, as well as
allowing one-on-one teaching facilities with a maximum capacity of 50 students. While
educational facilities can be sizeable and cause secondary impacts to surrounding traffic
and parking, several certified LUPs recognize the importance educational facilities play
in establishing a community’s character and ensuring its longevity and resident’s ties to
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the community. Because the proposed amendment places a limit on student enrollment,
the need for educational facilities and their impacts can be balanced.
The amendment is also allowing dog boarding facilities as a limited use in certain prime
industrial lands. Industrial lands provide an economic support base for a community and
can serve many coastal dependent industries. However, dog boarding facilities are not
considered a “sensitive use,” and thus their presence in certain industrial lands should not
adversely impact the ability of existing or proposed industrial uses from continuing to
operate.
Definition and Measurement Amendments
These changes are relatively minor and clarify how to measure visibility triangles for
structures, the separation distance between uses (such as alcoholic beverage
establishments and schools), floor area calculations for mixed uses, and drive-through
queuing space for vehicles. These amendments do not change any substantive limits on
when or where these features can be used, just how they are measured. Thus, the
modified regulations remain consistent with the certified LUPs.
Parking Amendments
The 10th Update’s four parking amendments are relatively minor, reducing parking
standard for affordable housing developments and increasing the distance a shared
parking lot can be located from a use from 600 feet to 1,200 feet. The former helps the
City pursue its goal of incentivizing the construction of affordable residences while the
latter encourages a greater pedestrian oriented character in communities. These changes
are relatively minor and have limited effect in the coastal zone, and thus neither of these
amendments conflict with the standards of the certified LUPs.
Minor Corrections
These seven amendments merely update terminology, delete incorrect or obsolete crossreferences, or correct spelling or grammatical errors, and do not affect consistency with
the certified LUPs.
In addition, while not needing any modification, there are certain proposed provisions
that warrant additional comment. The 10th Update, as submitted, does contain provisions
amending Planned Development Permit (PDP) regulations to provide a process to
approve increased density for multiple dwelling unit residential development, where
increased density is provided for in the adopted LUP. It is important to note that this
amendment proposes no specific rezone, as such rezones must be associated with a
specific LUP and rezone amendment. Thus, such increased density in a PDP review will
be judged on a case-by-case basis.
The 10th Update also contains an amendment to Section 143.0146, Supplemental
Regulations for Special Flood Hazard Areas. The City incorporated this proposed
amendment at the behest of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), which
oversees national flood rate maps and flood insurance. The proposed amendment
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language is based on model ordinance language that FEMA distributes to local
governments. The amendment language sets standards for development that might occur
in flood zones and coastal high hazard areas. However, multiple provisions of the
certified LCP prohibit or strictly regulate any coastal development in flood areas. Thus, it
is important to be clear that the proposed supplemental language from FEMA, while
describing development standards, does not create any new development rights above and
beyond what is already allowed by the certified LCP. To ensure that an erroneous
interpretation does not arise, the proposed language is contained in Section 143.0146,
which, as titled, is supplemental to Section 143.0145, Development Regulations for
Special Flood Areas, which is itself contained within the City’s certified Environmentally
Sensitive Land regulations. Thus, before the proposed amendment language is even
applied to a proposed project that may be in a flood plain, it must first have all the
preceding aforementioned regulations applied to it to ensure that no currently prohibited
development can occur. Furthermore, with regards to Open Space zones, the LCP also
strictly regulates what, if any development can occur within such areas (such as requiring
minimum lot sizes to be 10 acres so as to limit density and preserve open space
characteristics). As with the flood zone regulations, these strict limits are still applicable
and are not being substantively altered in this update, nor are any new development rights
bring created. Thus, while the 10th Update introduces language governing development
within flood ways, it does not create any new development rights within such areas.
Thus, the amendment has limited application that is consistent with the certified land use
plans.
In summary, the remainder of the 10th Update amendments addresses the details of
project development, without changing the basic concept of what is allowed in different
areas. They do not modify or conflict with the policies or standards of individual certified
LUP segments because they pertain to the “how” of things rather than the “where” or
“when.” For the most part, the proposed revisions do not significantly modify any
development standards that would affect implementation of the City’s LCP.
Therefore, the 10th Update to the City of San Diego LCP, as modified, is consistent with,
and adequate to carry out, the certified LUPs.
PART VI. CONSISTENCY WITH THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
Section 21080.9 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) exempts local
government from the requirement of preparing an environmental impact report (EIR) in
connection with its local coastal program. The Commission's LCP review and approval
program has been found by the Resources Agency to be functionally equivalent to the
EIR process. Thus, under CEQA Section 21080.5, the Commission is relieved of the
responsibility to prepare an EIR for each LCP.
An EIR (No. 96-0333) was prepared and certified by the City, on October 28, 1997, for
the original project – the adoption of the Land Development code. The proposed
amendments to the LDC as part of the 10th Update were reviewed by the City’s
Environmental Analysis Section. City staff determined, in accordance with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15162(a), that no subsequent EIR or other environmental document is
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needed for the adoption of the 10th Update, as all impacts were adequately addressed and
disclosed in EIR No. 96-0333.
Nevertheless, the Commission is required in an LCP submittal or, as in this case, an LCP
amendment submittal, to find that the LCP, or LCP, as amended, does conform with
CEQA provisions. In this particular case, the LCP amendment will not have any
significant adverse effects on the environment and there are no feasible alternatives or
feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant
adverse impact on the environment. Therefore, the Commission finds the subject LCP
implementation plan, as amended, conforms with CEQA provisions.
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